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Finding Black Joy in Pain

Scholar and activist Christopher Paul Harris reenvision the history of Black protest movements to argue for a “politics of the wake” based on pain, joy, and care.

REVIEW BY GERARDINE MUKUMBI

Photos and videos of Black people killed by the police have become ubiquitous on social media in the past decade. This proliferation of Black pain on public display has led to a broader consideration about what it means to bear witness to anti-Black violence without losing the ability to imagine a future for Black people that is unmarked by brutality. How do we envision a joyful future amid centuries of violence?

In To Build a Black Future: The Radical Politics of Joy, Pain, and Care, scholar and activist Christopher Paul Harris argues that to create this kind of Black future, we must acknowledge “Black pain, champion Black joy, and practice a radically inclusive ethics of care.” For Harris, care is a “countercivilizational force, pushing us away from liberal and capitalist social relations.” It is, in other words, a way of regarding people not as units of labor or pawns in one’s personal advancement but as humans with dignity, and whose dignity deserves our respect.

At first glance, relying on pain, joy, and care to speculate about a Black future may seem abstract—and, arguably, unserious—to readers. However, the book’s strength lies in how it situates these components in specific cultural moments and Black traditions that pose a critique to capitalism and anti-Blackness. Harris profiles the work of influential activists and organizations across Black liberation movements to demonstrate how these three factors have taken shape in Black protest movements and have materialized most recently in the age of #BlackLivesMatter and primarily the Movement for Black Lives (M4BL), a large network of organizations, activists, and cultural workers—including Black Lives Matter—who are committed to abolishing all racist institutions and to an anti-capitalist approach to the liberation of Black people.

Harris is currently an assistant professor in global and international studies at the University of California, Irvine, and previously spent more than three years as a grassroots organizer of the advocacy group Black Youth Project 100 (BYP100). His experience as an organizer lays the groundwork for his theorization of “the politics of the wake,” what he calls “an emergent strategy marking the contours of the current conjuncture in Black political development” toward the abolition of all systems of oppression, from prisons to policing to tech-enabled state surveillance. A “politics of the wake” demands that people “knowingly inhabit the total climate of anti-Blackness and forge new ways of seeing and doing that inform and reconstitute our critical practices away from the historical trace of slavery and toward not just imagining but pursuing a world otherwise.” This demand consists of a deliberate effort to acknowledge and learn from the past to break free from it—not in the sense of erasing or forgetting how centuries of slavery and other forms of racism have informed the current moment of anti-Black violence but so that this past doesn’t foreclose a future of Black joy. And it is in this capacity that abolition figures centrally in Harris’ politics of Black liberation.

Harris’ “new way” of telling the history of protest movements to devise the “politics of the wake” is rooted in the collective experience of centuries of Black protest. He invokes the Black radical tradition—a term he borrows from political scientist and Black studies professor Cedric Robinson, who in Black Marxism defined it as “the continuing development of a collective consciousness informed by the historical struggles for liberation and motivated by the shared sense of obligation to preserve the collective being [of all Black people].” The ongoing development of a collective consciousness is the essential idea underlying Harris’ premise of the politics of the wake, since it is this collective consciousness that threads together centuries of Black activism and protest. It also represents the shift in mindset that Harris discusses—of acknowledging and inhabiting a world saturated and structured by anti-Blackness in order to move beyond that systemic and cultural violence.

Harris also writes in conversation with and builds upon the work of other global Black scholars, thinkers, and cultural producers, such as Saidiya Hartman, Aimé Césaire, and Frantz Fanon, to demonstrate how today’s Black organizers are the latest
The incessant and pervasive culture of anti-Blackness is why expressions of Black joy are acts of rebellion.

Despite a clear reverence for past Black protest movements, To Build a Black Future does not shy away from pointing out their historical shortcomings. Harris carefully exposes the movements’ contradictions between the pursuit of freedom and actions that limited access to that freedom for certain Black people—women, queer, low-income, and disabled Black people. “Black political thought has always centered the marginalized,” he explains. “But it has done so primarily in a paternalistic manner, reproducing their marginal status by adopting and transforming Western ideological frameworks that, ultimately, reinforce [supremacist hierarchies] rather than correct [them].” As an example, Harris describes how the Black middle class adopted a politics of respectability—“the belief that education and self-help were routes to becoming recognized as worthy of citizenship”—in response to white abolitionists’ paternalistic belief in Black inferiority.

The politics of respectability morphed as movements continued to be led by straight cisgender men who sought to prove their equal status and worth to white men. To displace and decenter this politics of respectability, Harris elevates the work of cultural producers who have been historically excluded from status-quo narratives about Black civil rights movements.

The historical exclusion of certain groups of Black people within larger liberatory movements offers lessons for those doing the work of justice and inclusion. Historical perspectives are explicit about how Black resistance movements have failed and continue to fail poor women, poor people, and the queer community. As a source for both reflection of our own complicity and inspiration to break from it, Harris quotes lesbian poet and activist Audre Lorde, who in a 1982 Harvard University speech asked her audience, “In what way do I contribute to the subjuga­tion of any part of those who I define as my people?” Harris’ critical definitions highlight the seemingly inherent impossibility of Black joy. Yet it is from within this history of pain and death that joy emerges. Indeed, Harris argues that “Black joy is illegible without acknowledging the edging force of racial violence in all its forms.” The incessant and pervasive culture of anti-Blackness is why expressions of Black joy—in music, literature, art, and media—are acts of rebellion, because they are active forms of presence in a hostile environment. As Harris contends, these expressions of Black joy are “expressions of Black Presence and ... a prelude forecasting a future yet to come.”

Yet, if Black joy is a prelude that is so intricately interwoven with pain, what kinds of joy are available to Black people? Perhaps this paradigm reflects the pragmatism that comes with being a historian and organizer. But I wonder what we lose—what Black people lose—in this framing. And this question connects to a larger critique of Harris’ book: The intellectual labor of creating a politics of the wake—the internal work it takes to understand the dynamic between Black pain and joy—is not fully mapped out for readers. I interpret this as a consequence of the book’s disciplinary focus on history. Consequently, Harris’ emphasis on the development of a critical consciousness remains underdeveloped and thus not fully persuasive.

Ultimately, To Build a Black Future is Harris’ conversation with Black people about other Black people doing the work of resistance and the work of joy. Harris calls for overhauling the existing systems of capitalism to achieve an ethics of care. “Appeals for empathy and recognition within the current order of things will not save us,” he warns. “Instead, the historical and spatial legacies of anti-Blackness must be undone, which requires a collective desire to abolish all its vestiges and, in its place, reconstitute the community.” Harris’ argument is beautifully incisive. A Black future is guaranteed only if we are willing to dismantle oppressive systems using all the tools at our disposal, including our pain, and our joy.